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hypochondriac raveaholic atomic cluster of
crazy(qbrx6zy)
 
I am a militant revolutionary an anarcist  a poet
who conformes to absolutly nothing i can caculate numbers faster than you can
spell texas i have a photo graphic memory a telographic memory i see beyond
infinity  i think on a universal level and  i caculate much like a computer without
the artificial intelegence. back too poetry my poetry is again limitless in it i
quetion and anylyze everything and anything politics faith science reality
existence subcultures and beyond.
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Breakdown
 
symbiotic relationships between logics and chaotic syncrosummond spellcasters
enchant my mind with visions of light and non desolent carnival freekshows, the
ghost of holloweens past and future present me with two options, vigilance or
dispare  as god speaks to me the serpent temps my faith with test of will, faced
with coruption i breakdown.
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Criminal Insanity
 
Living in a sadistic landscape a malevolent voice speaks to me 
it tells me to cause chaos, to become one with the murders i commit
to leave carnage in my every wake, the psychotic voice is the madness
and disillution of a tormented soul of an adolecent abomination for whom dwells
in the dead and is consumed by the void thus ushering in your demise.
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Death Tune
 
the marching of a decadent order the light fades to black the tune of 1000
screams music to my ears sweet victory followed by chemical mutation caused
by the harnessing of information in the form of countless souls the death of
millions the birth of billons from ashes i rise your god i am life death and the
words only salvation
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Who Is God
 
who is god the everlasting beam of light that animates and binds all things, or is
he in the flesh. does he walk unbenounse to us does he thrive    in the shadows
or forever shine in the light is he an outcast a loan teenager who sees past the
dark vail of lies a rebel who was board and created life a being who excist with
out exicsting who is god
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